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Abstra t
Via the omparison of the results of a few well ontrolled al ulation methods, we analyze the
relative importan e of bulk band stru ture, multi-bulk band oupling and boundary onditions in
determining the olloidal quantum dot ondu tion band eigen energies. We nd that while the
bulk band stru ture and orre t boundary onditions are important, the e e ts of multi-bulk band
oupling is small. We propose that a heterostru ture pi ture where ele tron envelope fun tions
inside and outside the quantum dot being onne ted at the boundary an be applied to olloidal
quantum dots.
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Many high quality olloidal semi ondu tor quantum dots (QDs) [1, 2℄ of III-V, II-VI, and
IV-IV materials have been su essfully synthesized by wet hemistry methods. One of the
most predominate features of these quantum dots is their size dependent photolumines en e
(PL) due to arrier quantum on nement [1, 2℄. Many theoreti al methods have been used
to study this quantum on nement e e t. These in lude the e e tive mass approximation
(EMA) [3℄; multi-band kp method [4, 5℄; empiri al tight-binding method (TB) [6℄; empiri al
pseudopotential method (EPM) [7{10℄; and ab initio lo al density approximation (LDA)
method [11, 12℄. The results of the atomisti methods (TB, EPM, and ab initio method)
ould be very lose to ea h other. For example, if the TB bulk band stru ture is tted to the
EPM band stru ture, their al ulated QD band gaps are very similar. A re ent al ulation
also indi ates that the EPM results are very lose to the ab initio LDA results [11℄. On the
other hand, it is now believed that the simple EMA method often grossly overestimates the
quantum on nement e e t. There have been omparative studies between the kp results
and the EPM results for both olloidal quantum dots [8℄ and embedded quantum dots [13℄.
For olloidal quantum dots, it was found that their quantum on nements an be a few
hundred meV di erent, and the order of the valen e band states an also be di erent [8℄.
While the valen e band hole states have been studied extensively in previous omparative
studies [8, 13℄, here we will fo us on the ondu tion band states. Not only the ondu tion
band states ontribute more than 70-80% of the total ex iton quantum on nement for most
semi ondu tor QDs, the relatively simple hara teristi s of the ondu tion band allows us
to ondu t an in-depth investigation for the auses of the di eren es between the ontinuum
models and the atomisti model. There are several possible auses: (i) the inadequate
des ription of the bulk band stru ture in the ontinuum models [13, 14℄; (ii) the negle t of
multi-bulk band oupling [7, 13℄ indu ed by the quantum dot geometry; and (iii) inadequate
boundary onditions of the ontinuum models [15, 16℄. The purpose of this paper is to
ondu t a ontrolled analysis of these auses. It will bene t the future development of
the ontinuum models, and will also provide physi al insights about the origin of quantum
on nement e e ts. We will fo us on the di eren es between the EMA method and the
EPM method. We will study the ondu tion band minimum (CBM) states, and Si, InAs,
InP and CdSe olloidal QDs, whi h have been al ulated previously using EPM methods
and their results agree well with experiments [7{10℄.
The empiri al pseudopotential method (EPM) [17℄ des ribes the single-parti le states i
2

and energies Ei in a S hrodinger's equation:
(

1 2
O + V (r)) i (r) = Ei i(r);
2

P

(1)

where the total potential V (r) = ;R v (r R) is a dire t sum of the s reened pseudopotential v of the atoms type , both inside and on the surfa e of the QD. The bulk atomi
pseudopotentials are tted to the experimental bulk band stru ture, and the surfa e pseudopotentials are tted to remove the band gap states. For InAs, however, instead of using
surfa e passivation atoms, an arti ial large band gap barrier material is used to represent
the va uum [7℄. Folded spe trum method (FSM) [10℄ is used to solve the band gap states
of Eq.(1).
The EMA models are obtained by taking the e e tive mass parameters from the EPM
bulk band stru tures. For Si EMA, the inverse e e tive mass is taken as an average along
the three prin iple dire tions near the X point. After the e e tive mass is obtained, a
on nement potential Vext (r) will be used to represent a quantum dot. This potential is
zero inside the dot, and equals the ele tron aÆnity of the EPM in the va uum barrier
region. Outside the QD, the ele tron is treated as having the same e e tive mass as inside
the QD.
The FSM/EPM and EMA results for the InAs, InP, CdSe, and Si olloidal QDs are shown
in Fig.1(a), (b), ( ), and (d) respe tively. We an see that there is a large di eren e between
the EMA results and the EPM results. EMA results signi antly overestimate the quantum
on nement e e ts. In the following, we will tra e the sour es of this overestimation.
One way to make a lean omparison to the EMA model without the ompli ation of the
boundary ondition is to add the same EMA Vext (r) to an extended bulk EPM potential
Vb (r) [18℄ in the EPM formalism:
(

1 2
O + Vb(r) + Vext(r)) i(r) = Ei i(r):
2

(2)

This is a dire t analogous to the EMA QD model. Unfortunately, a dire t solution (e.g, using
the FSM) for the CBM state of Eq.(2) is usually impossible sin e Vext outside the QD is
larger than the bulk band gap, hen e there is no QD band gap in Eq.(2). To yield a sensible
CBM solution from Eq.(2), we will use the linear ombination of bulk band (LCBB) [19℄
method. In the LCBB method, the quantum dot state i is expanded using bulk Blo h
3

bands uk;n(r)eik r :


N
NB X
X
C
(r) =
k

i

k;n[uk;n(r)eik r ℄;


(3)

k
where k is the re ipro al latti e of the super ell and n is the bulk band index. Sin e the bulk
Blo h states are good basis fun tions of the quantum dot wavefun tions, one an trun ate
this basis set signi antly without introdu ing big errors ompared to the original FSM
solved results [19℄.
Now, if only the rst ondu tion bulk band (n=CB1) is used in Eq.(3), it will yield a QD
CBM state in Eq.(2), and the valen e band states will be de ated in the e e tiv Hamiltonian.
The LCBB results solved in this way are shown in Fig.1 as the open squares. They are all
higher than the original FSM/EPM CBM of Eq.(1). In the ase of InAs and InP, the LCBB
result is very di erent from the EMA result, while for CdSe and Si, and espe ially for large
QDs, the LCBB and EMA results are virtually the same. The di eren e between LCBB
and EMA is due to their bulk band stru tures [item (i)℄. The bulk band stru tures for InAs,
InP, and CdSe near the point are shown in Fig.2(a), (b), and ( ) respe tively. In the
LCBB, sin e the exa t bulk Blo h state is used in the basis set, the exa t EPM ondu tion
 diameter QD, the
band band stru ture is impli itly employed in the al ulation. For a 50 A
orresponding average re ipro al ve tor k is denoted by the verti al dotted lines in Fig.2(a)( ). As we an see, at this k, for InAs and InP, there is a big di eren e between the EMA
band stru ture and the EPM band stru ture, orroborating their big di eren es in QD CBM
energies. Note that, in a 8x8 k.p model [5, 20℄, the ondu tion band energy urve an be
mu h improved upon the single band EMA. But still, for small QD, there ould be large
di eren es between the k.p band and the EPM band, espe ially when other band valleys
be ome important [21℄.
We now study the multi-bulk band oupling e e t indu ed by the QD geometry. Here,
we have to distinguish two di erent multi-band oupling e e ts. One is the oupling in a k.p
like model, whi h exists even in bulk at the o k-points. This oupling stems from the fa t
that the o
k-point Blo h state un;keik:r is expanded with the point Blo h state basis
un; eik:r in the k.p Hamiltonian. This oupling between un; is needed to get the orre t
bulk band stru ture. However, here we are interested in another oupling, whi h is alled
here multi-bulk band oupling. This is an oupling (mixing) between the bulk Blo h states
un;keik:r for di erent n's indu ed by the QD geometry. In the bulk, this oupling is zero. The
n
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amplitude of this oupling determines whether one bulk band is enough to des ribe the QD
ondu tion band states. To study this oupling, we have in luded both the bulk ondu tion
band (CB) states and the valen e band (VB) states in the LCBB basis of Eq(3) for the InAs
quantum dots. The resulting CBM energies are less than 7 meV away from previous CBM
energies using one CB band alone in the basis of Eq(3). Besides, if we al ulate the total
weights for di erent bulk bands: Wn = Nk k jCk;nj2 , we found that more than 97% of the
CBM is from the bulk ondu tion band, see Fig.2(d). Thus, overall, we found that the e e t
of multi-bulk band oupling indu ed by QD geometry is very small.
Sin e the multi-bulk band oupling e e t [item (ii)℄ is very small, the di eren es between
the one band LCBB results and the dire t FSM results shown in Fig.1 must ome from
the boundary ondition treatment [item (iii)℄. One possible reason for the CBM energy
di eren e between Eq.(2) (LCBB) and Eq.(1) (FSM) is that in Eq.(2) we have used the
same material inside and outside the QD to des ribe the system. Although the QD/va uum
CB band o sets are the same in Eqs.(1) and (2), the e e tive mass and bulk Blo h state
wavefun tion un;k are very di erent for va uum and for the QD in the ase of Eq.(1), while
they are the same in the ase of Eq.(2). On top of this, there is even a qualitative question
for whether one an onsider the olloidal QD as a heterostru ture onsisted of the inside QD
material and the outside va uum. For example, what is the role of the surfa e passivation
atoms under this heterostru ture pi ture. An alternative view is to onsider the QD as
having an in nite wall, so the wavefun tion goes to zero at the boundary [3, 4℄.
To answer these questions, let's rst onsider what will happen if we set the wavefun tion
to zero at the boundary. From the e e tive mass model, it is lear that the energy will go
up. This is apparently not the right dire tion if we want to use it to explain the di eren e
between the one band LCBB results and the FSM results, sin e the urrent LCBB results
are already higher than the FSM/EPM result. We next onsider the e e t of di erent
e e tive masses inside and outside the quantum dot. To this aim, we have solved the EMA
model with a di erent e e tive masses inside and outside the QD. For outside the QD,
the ele tron e e tive mass is 1 (ex ept for the InAs QD where the EPM e e tive mass of
0.787 for the arti ial barrier material used). The BenDaniel-Duke boundary ondition [22℄
for the e e tive mass model is used. The results (EMA2) are shown in Fig.1 as empty
triangles. Compared to the original EMA results (where the outside e e tive mass equals
the inside e e tive mass), the new results have signi antly lower the CBM energies. In

P
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fa t, they have been lowered so mu h that the EMA2 now underestimates the on nement
energy. The EMA and EMA2 wavefun tions for one CdSe QDs are shown in Fig.2(e). We
see that the hange of the e e tive mass in EMA2 allow the wavefun tion derivative to have
a big dis ontinuity at the boundary, whi h relaxes the quantum on nement and lower the
on nement energy [23℄.
The results in Fig.1 and Fig.2 indi ate that the e e tive mass dis ontinuity at the boundary plays a big role in determine the QD CBM energy. The hange of CBM energy from
EMA to EMA2 is in the right dire tion if one uses it to explain the di eren e between the
LCBB and the FSM results in Fig.1. However, quantitatively, it over estimates this orre tion. That means using e e tive mass dis ontinuity alone is not enough, one also needs
to onsider the fa t that the un;k inside and outside the quantum dot are di erent. This
di eren e makes the wavefun tion onne tion at the QD boundary diÆ ult, thus potentially
will in rease the on nement e e t, and push the EMA2 results up [16℄.
Based on the results we found above, we like to propose that a olloidal quantum dot an
indeed be onsidered as a heterostru ture system onsisted with the inside semi ondu tor
material and the outside va uum. The role of the surfa e passivation atoms is just to remove
the surfa e dangling bond states. After these surfa e states are removed, the edge of band
gap states (e.g, CBM) an be treated as normal heterostru ture states, with their envelope
fun tions being onne ted at the surfa e by some appropriate boundary onditions [15, 16℄.
In summary, we have systemati ally studied the di eren e between the EMA results and
the EPM results for the ondu tion band states of the olloidal QDs. We found that the
di eren e omes mainly from the bulk band stru tures and the surfa e boundary onditions.
A single band basis will probably be good enough as the multi-bulk band oupling indu ed
by QD geometry is small. In order to get quantitatively a urate results, one has to have
exa t bulk band stru tures, and has to take into a ount the di eren es between the inside
and outside QD e e tive masses and bulk Blo h states.
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TABLE I: EMA parameters tted from EPM band stru tures. E is the absolute energy level of
the bulk ondu tion band edge while the va uum level is zero. It equals the ondu tion band o set
in the EMA QD model.
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FIG. 1: Condu tion band minimum state energies of QDs versus dot diameter using di erent
al ulation methods.
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